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ABSTRACT

A representative survey of the literature of Aerodynamic Noise was
made. This was not intended to be an exhaustive list but rather to give
the state of the field presently. It was found that much of the research
done in this field is either experimental or semi-empirical. This is
primarily due to the complex nature of the theory of turbulence.
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1. Nature or the Problem

When a vehicle moves through air there are two basic means
by which it can produce noise: (1) by its propulsion mechanism
(motor-Jet, rocket, etc.,) and (2) by its interaction with its
surroundings * At low speeds the first mf these is by far the
dominant one while near or above the speed of sound, mechanism
(2) becomes quite important.

The reason for the study of the noise produced by such a
mechanism is likewise two-fold. First, the noise field in one
of the important reasons for failure in vehicles such as rockets
and high speed Jets. Secondly, human beings find objectionable
the "cacophonous sequence of whines, roars, and bangs" which
are the sounds produced by Jet aircraft. It is from one of these
two standpoints that one must view most of the research done on
aerodynamic sound. The first is primarily a near field study
while the second is far field in nature.

Since most of the high speed propulsion devices of today
involve the impingement of a Jet exhaust into relatively quiescent
air thi will constitute the area of study for the previously
mentioned propulsion devices, We will exclude the effects of Jet
air temperature and intermittent combustian, etc.

In the second category of noise production one finds primarily
the pressure field due to a turbulent boundary layer. Such phenomena
as the sound produced by the interaction of a vortex with a shock wave
also must be included in this category.

From the point of view of definition we may define sound
produced aerodynamically as all sound fields which owe their
existence to airflows rather than being by-products of the
vibrations of solids. It has been found valuable, however, by
Lighthill and others to distinguish between nound and "Pseudo
Sound". Inside an airflow pressure fluctuations commonly occur
due to instability vhich yields at low Reynolds numbers a regular
eddy pattern and at high Reynold's numbers an irregular turbulent
flow. If a microphone or e*her pick up device is placed in the
flow it vill record the density fluctuations due to such patterns
Just as if they were an ordinary sound field. However, they lack
the essential quality of sound, i.e. propagation at or around the
velocity of sound. Hence, the designation "pseudo sound". This
does not imply that such a flow does not generate a propagating

Manuscript released by author 7 October 1964 for publication as
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sound field but rather that the density fluatawkLa In the flow
itself do not constitute such a sound field. Thi is a fact
often overlooked by experimenters In the field.

The problem of the near field of aerodynamic noise vhere the
fluctuations due to the sound field and those due to the pseudo
sound field are comparable (they fall off with inverse distance
and inverse square distance) is very hard to treat theoretically.
It is here, however, that the strongest implications for the
structural engineer are found. Mach of the progress in this area
has been of an experimental nature.

2. The Basic Mechanisms of AeEc Sound Generation

We may recall that in the classical theory of acoustics,
a simple source is one which caused a fluctuation in the net
flow through a closed surface. An exaple is a sphere executing
radial vibrations. A dipole source results from the pulsating
motion of a rigid body in an acoustic medium. An example of
this would be the pressure field of a vibrating string which
vibrates in only a single plane. It is not necessary, however,
that a rigid body be moving and the acoustic medium be at rest.
In fact if the converse in true an acoustic field is also
produced. As an example of this, consider the fluctuating
drag force on a cylinder due to flow perpendicular to its axis.
Even though the cylinder rmins stationary the reactive forces
set up an acoustic field in the moving fluid quite analogous
to that which would result from a stationary sediu and a
vibrating cylinder. This accounts for the theory of edgetones
such as the sound from the wind through telephe wires.

There is, in the example just given, an implicit assumption
which underlies almost all of the theoretical studies on flow
noise, i.e. that the pressure field umy be obtained by taking
the forces resulting from flow as forcing functions an an
acoustic medium. This ignofts the interaction of the sound
field Itself with the unstable flov, an effect which is Important
at very sa1l Mach number but vhich is alemost ccopletely insig-
nificant in the study of aircraft noise.

The basis for the theoretical understendang of sound
produced aerodynamically wae given by L0ghthill [1]. Combin-
ing the equations of momentum and mess ccwwrwation he obtained
the equation
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where

0 i2

p Is the density, X the velocity, F the ordinary stress tensor,
and a the velocity of sound. Mis equation y Alds directly a
solutdon for the acoustic problem if am has sufficient information
about the turbulence stress temsor T . The determination of the
structure of the turbulence genersteKy airflow is then the

enta problem for the determination of flow noise. This
turns out to be, however, a virtally insurmountable obstacle to
a cmplete t2eoretical treatment. Only for isolated cases has
any attempt been rme to analyze completely the noise produced by
a given type of turbulent flov. Instead of attempting to solve
this problem researchers have exchanged it for the determination
of equivalent moving "source' distributions. It Is supposed that
the noise from the flow can be syntheslze4 by a set of simple or
multipole sources distributed throughout the flow. The character
of such source distributions and the qualitative estimates vhich
can be obtaied, from application of the exact theory has occupied
most of the theoretical and ezerimental vork on Jet and rocket
noise.

3. Jet Noise

It has been previously mentaed that the two basic types of
aerodynamic noise generators aret (1) noise frtm jets impinlgn
on q uescent air and, (2) noise induced by turbulence around the
skin of the aircraft. The first of these preents several peculiar
problems. Since the method to be applied is t at of finding source
distributions vithin the flw which are equivalent to the forces
the flow would wewrt on an acoustic medim we must consider reflect-
ion and refraction of the acoustic field on the wlocity discontinuity
which defines the boundary of the jet. This ins a problem inherent to
the method of sources. Then we mst consider the fact that these are
not stationary sources but are being convected vIth the flow. It is
found that both of these considerations bae profound effects on the
directlonality and power from the flow. They account for the heart
shaped pattern of the pressure Isobars.
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te radiation fields of a moving source, dipole, and quad-
rapole respectively are

U(t-r/a) x;(t-r)P . . - .... , P,

o ",_(l m 0) 4WT(1-M cos G)2  4w3(- co )

veh*re the functions m(t), P (t), and T (t) are their strengths
at tIe t. M is the Mach mber of c"e-tion. r is the distance
from the point of emission, and 6 is the angle between the direction
of emission and the direction of convection.

From dipoles ad quadrapoles, vhose radiation fields are
dependent on Incomplete cancelling of signals from positive
and negative sources due to differences in time of emission,
additional factors J 1-. coo 81-1 sopear, representing the increase
in those time differences. This is closely related to the Doppler
increase in the observed frequency.

The method of using moving-source fields in practical problems
of jet noise has been perfected by Ffoves Williams (2-4]. The
experimental evidence for Jets is not qatte as convincing as for
boundary layer turbulence that the problem at hand is a convected
pattern of turbulence. Hovever, it seems safe to regard the Jet
came as a moving system of quadrapoles.

4. Mnd&r I Noise

The noise generated by turbulence in boundary layers is an
Important type of noise of the dipole type. Probabl y in no other
area of aerodynimic noise has there been emoperimat exploration
having a *I-lar quality to that for boundary layer turbulence.
It has bee shown that wall pressure fluctuations are much larger
than skita-friction fluctuations and hence in the main the acoustic
dipoles awe perpendicular to the surface.

From the masureents of Willmarth [5,6] ve q infer that
the autocorrelation function of pressure fluctuations is roughly
Gaussian, and that the area under the correlation curve is given
vith good accuracy by

ft 1.,% -

f P(t) P (tK')dt an I-P2
11vUr b 1 is the d plaeient thickness. Thu ve can regard

pressures at a point as vell correlated vithin a time sep-
aration of about 1.551 /U and uncorrelat6d for greater time
separations.
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Vt.Imrth also finds that a relatively slovly changing
pressure pattern is moving dovn strew so fast that the tIm
variation at a single point gives an impression of high freq-
uency that is misleading. This is rather an indication that
the random space pattern possess a high speed of convection.

The masuremets mentioned above provide an excellent
base for the studies Or to ex4feer 11bo wishes to exauine
struct l fatigue and the random character of boundary laqer
noise. However, vithout an adequate theory for a proper
interpretation these experiments do not attain their full
significance for the understanding of this noise mechanism.

It is readily seen that both for Jet noise and for
boundary laer noise the fundamental problem is the nature
of the turbulence involved. The entire theoretical effort
nov being expended on the area seems to be aimed at devising
mens of circumventing this block ithout understanding the
pbysical nature of turbulence. It would appear very unikely
that az great theoretical advances can be made in the general
area of aez*dnmic noise until a slgnifIcantly new and fertile
theory of turbulence appears.



Summaries Fro Aec loise

The motivation for most of the studies of noise produced
by airflow which were done prior to 1952 was the understanding
of the eddy patterns set up by steady flow. Osse studies resulted
from observations of such flow as the aeolein noise of wind through
telephone wires. It is seen from the work of Kutta and Joukovky
that the force Z vhich acts on a cylinder of length b is

Z- p:xjjba

where P Is the fluid density, r the circulation about the
cylindt, a*j )I is the velocity of the flow. Zene wben the
eddies of -2r", +2r are thrown off alternately from the flov
these results an alternating force on the cylinder normal to
the direction of flow.

The acoustic dipole, discussed by Rayleigh and ab is
generated by the fore and aft displacement of a cylinder or
sphere in a fluid. The simlaries between this and the
situation of the eddle from a cylinder vas the motivation
for Yudin [7] to suppose that the oriln of vortex noise lies
in the variable force acting on the medium during the flow
past a body. He inferred that the pressure on the cylinder must
be dependent on the strength of the eddies In the wake. From a
dimensional analysis he deduced that the sound power would vary
as the sixth power of the wind velocity. Blokhintsev (8]
extended Tudin's supposition. The ultimate statement of these
works is that the far acoustic field produced by flow around
fixed, rigid bodies Is the same as if the fluid force sustained
by the body were applIed in the opposite direction to a corres-
ponding fluid at rest. This idea also forms the core of the
analysis by Etkn, Korbacher and Keefe [9] in which it is
supposed that the cylinder can be replaced by a body force
sufficient to prevent the fluid's motion. fhis work then forms
the basis for the proposition of ighthill's theory of
aerodynamic noise, part I of thich appeared in 1952.

In part I of a classic paper Lighthill [1] propounded the
fundamental basis of noise produced by gas flow with rigid
boundaries. Most of the work dme by earlier investigators of
noise produced by flow was to determine the frequency content
of sound produced by regular eddy patterns. Lighthill concerns
himself vith the determination of the intensity from an arbitrary
flow. Te method of attack i to estiate the flow field from
aerodynamic prIMIples and then to deduce the sound field. This
precludes any interaction of the sound with the flow producing it.
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The moviu fluid is superposed an an ap priate acoustic medium

at rest and the difference of the conservation of mmentum equations

is considered to be a fluctuating force field (knom if the flow is

knom). Tis force field actA on the stationary acoustic medium
and hece radiates sound according to the ordinary lmm of acoustics.

Mw difference beineen the stresses in the real flow and the

fluctuating pressure in the acoustic medius are token to be

2
T -pVIV j + -a P

where V , P , p, and a are the velocity, the real stress

tensor,-the-L"sity, ana the acoustic velocity. is the
Kronecker delta. 2he principal generator of acoust ic distur-
bance is the P&ynoldsl stress since the d tion of acoustic

energy by viscosity and heat conduction is slow and likewise
the differences p - a+ is slight. It I noted that since much

of the fluctuation ot V- momentum flux is balawd by a local
reciprocating motion the effect is as if w were dealin with
an acoustic quadrapole. This is a anifestation of tb* surface
nature of the stress, and is a very inefficient method of
converting kinetic energy to acoustic energy. 2he source density

decomposes into a fluctuating dipole source

1

0,2 )2 Til

0

(vhere the sumation convention is used an the indices) and a
field of lateral a pes due to the fluctuating shearing stresses.

At distances large compared vith the dmeasions of the flov the
density fluctuatioms are given by

xx 2

0 f X3 a iC Tij(, a~ 0
0

where the repeated 'indices indicate sumattion over the range

1, 2, 3. Here ; is the location of the source point and 7 is

the point at vhich the densIty fluctuation Is measured.
Defining the intensity of acoustic radiation at a point by

0

p0
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wberee -Bz is the Imean square fluctuation in density
(P - 10p )0

at that point, ve obtain for the intensity
i I (x-Y)X- Yj)€Xk - k(,a jr!~ ~~ ,. ,...."

Uw? ff3 3

2 ; Xv
0 at 0

vhere a bar over a quantity Indicates averaging in time.
For the acoustic pover ve have

601MX5 t a 0
00

1 0

By pbysical arguments and dimensional analysis IUghthill
concludes that at a distance % from the center of the flov
the density fluctuations are roughly proportional to

0% (

where u and I are a typical velocity and a typical length
respectively. Me Intensities are predicted to be rougb:y
proportional to

PU8 a-5j2

Mm Lighthill [10] applied the theory developed in part IE
to the scattering of sound by turbulence. Be estimates that
the enera scattered per unit time from a unit volume of
turbulence Is

2

2 2



where I is the intensity, A the vavelength of the incident

sound and a is the speed of sond 2 is the man square
velocity and L the uacro-scale of the turbulence in the
direction of the indident sound, This formula does not
assume any particular kind of turbulence but does assume
that V/L is less than mne. It is predlcted that components
of the turbulence with vwve number k vill scatter sound
of wave inumber k at an angle of 2 sin -l(k/2Kc). The statistics
of successive scatterings is considered and it is predicted
that sound of vevelength less than the macro-scale of the
turbulence A% will become quite randam in its AUvzetional
distribution in a distance sprxla &l 2 /V' 2 . The theory
is extended to inclvAe an incident acoustic pulse and incident
shock wve . In the case of the shock it is necessary to take
into account the acul speed of the shock relative to the
fluid behind It. This predicts a value of o.8s times the
kinetic smargy of the turbulence traverwed by a weak shock
of stnMtb s. Meenergy thus freely scattered when turbulence
Is convected through the stationary sheek wave pattern In a
supersonic jet ma form an Imporent part of the sound field
of the jet.

Although broadly based on well established principles,
the details of Lighthinlt s theory Involved nev techniques
developed to deal with certain aspects of the aerodyammic
noise problem. The need to relate the quadrapole source
strength to the details of the turbulence vas a severe demand
on the new theory. Althmqgh I6thll succeeded in giving
the quadrupole distribution of sources In term of the structure
of the turbulence the infancy of the theory of turbulence itself
limits the applicability of this develomnt. At low speeds
Ma4bhill showed that under certain conditions the fluctuating
As7nolds stress can be used as a good approximation for the
btress, tensor. Oni this basis Prouma [10] computed the
noise radiated by decaying isotropic turbulence. Mdis is pro-
bably the only quantitatIve apitonof LigbtlnlI s theory
feasible with turbulence in Its present state.

Prouma assms that the Maynolds number of the isotropic
turbulence is large and its Mach umber suall. He Indicated
that the noise appears to be generated mainly by those eddies
whose contribution to the insipatioa of kinetic energy by
viscosity is negligible, it is shown that the Intensity of
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sound at large distances is the same as would result from &
volume distribution of simple acoustic sources occup ing the
turbulent region. Me loca value of the acoustic power out-
put P per mass of turbulent fluid Is given approximatel by
the formula

2 2 5/2
P 2f

vhere a is a numerical constant, u is the mean square velocity
fluctuation, and c is the velocity of sound. The numerical
value a is obtained by assuming Heisenberg's theoretical spectrum
of isotropic turbulence. It Is found that the effects of decay
do not contribute geatly to the value of a.

In [11] Lighth"i published part II of his theory of
aerodynamic souad. Tis treats turbulence as a source of
sound. he theory is developed with special reference to the
noise of Jets for which a detailed comparison vith experiment
is made. The quadrapole distribution of part I is shown to
behave as if it were concentrated in ludependent point quad-
rapoles, one in each "average eddy volme." The sound field
of each one of these is distorted In favor of dovnstresm
emission bW the gneraL downstres motion of the eddy. 2his
explains for jet noise the marked preference for downstream
emission and its Increase vith jet velocity. Although tur-
bulence vithout any mean flov can produce noise as shown by
Proudman, the Inten sty is much enhanced by a prevalent sheab.
This sound has a directional maximu at )o to the direction
of the shear f1. The acoustic efficiency of the Jet Is of
the order of mamitude of 10 or Mw here N Is the orifice
Much number. A consideration of vhether terms In the stress
other then the fluctuating mmentum fluz might becae Impor-
tant in heated Jets Indicates that they should hardly ever
be dominant. However, it should be emphasized that whenever
there is a fluctuating force between the flow and solid
boundaries dipole sources arise which may be more efficient
than the quadrapole radiation, at least at low Mach numbers.

Ribner [12] treated the problem of interaction of turbulence
with a shock wave. He found that the presence of a shock wave
provides a mechanism for the transference of energy between the
modes of vorticity, entropy and sound. Formulas for spectra
and correlations have been found and numerical calculation
carried out to yield curves of the root mean #us" veleity
components, temperature, and noise In db aanst Nah nmber

10



for the rnge 1 < M < - . Both Isotropic and axisymmetric
initial turbulence hae been considered.

muilips [13, 14 1.5) and curle (16] have considered an
extension of the Ldathill. theory to Includ the effect of
solid boundaries. Mxis is a natural and important effect
since perticularly at low Mch nmbers the quadrapole nature
of the sound produced by a purely aerodynamic source is quite
inefficient. Infla nce of rigid boundaries is twofold:
(1) reflection and diffraction of the sound vmes, and (2)
a resultant surfae dipole distribution at the solid boun-
daries which are the limits of LI49hthils qvadrapole
distribution. It is shovn that thee effects are exactly
equivalent to a distribution of dipoles each representing the
force with vhIch unit area of the solid boundary acts on the
fluid. A denional analysis show that the intensity of
sound generated by the dipoles should at large distances x
be of the general form P0 U 06 a 0 -L2x-2

me theory develope by Curie [16] has been applied by
Phillips [1.,17] ad Kracbmn [3-22] to the generation of
sound by turbulence over an infinite flat plate. The generation
of noise by the interaction of the turbulence with the solid
boundaries has been named by Phillips as the aerodynamic surface
sound. If the motion of the fluid over the plate Is statistically
homogeneous in planes, parallel to the plate then, he concludes,
the radiated dipole sound vanishes. This is said to be a
consequence of the vanishing of the men square wmentum per
unit area of the shr layer. Rowever, vhon the motion is not
homogeneos in this fashion a non-a* acoustic radiation field
may be set i . Therefore, it is suggested that a "mi-nnite
flat plate placed In a uniform strem should produce a finlte dipole
radiation per iit area vhIch becones si J.l with Increas-
Ing distance down the plate.

Most of the experimental work to this time on Jet aircraft
had centered on the engine itself as the primary source of noise.
However, the theoretical work of L.ghthiLl and those who followed
indicated that boundary layer noise frm turbulence wuld contribute
to in-flight noise of the aircraft, h this light, experimental
work on noise frm tofulent shea flos began to appear. Coles
[23] and farrison [24,25] made m1a- mts in the boundary layer
on a smooth flat plate in supersonic flow. In situa urmets
of the aerodynamic noise and boundary lsqer profile for an air-
plane wing were made by Mall and Alganti [26] and Maud and
Jordan [27]. These indicated that the velocity profiles of the
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boundary 1sM er Wn"sImi to the typical -_per1mental turbulent
boundary-la",r velocity profiles. *he ratio of the root-aen-
square sound pressure on the surface to the free strem dynamic
pressure wa found to decrease linearly with increasing Mmeb
numnber up to about N - 0."5 and remain constant from there up to
the limiting Much number of the airplane. A sharp Increase in
the sound pressure neow the limiting Mach number of the aircraft
vas attributed to local shock formation on the wing.

It can be seen that if the turbulent boundary laqer around
an aircraft's fuselage is an Important source of sound for
vehicles In fligt; then this will also be a signiicn umohanim
for the production of noise Inside the hAUl In this relation
Ribner (281 and Corcoo [29] have explored the noise induced In
the interior of Jet aircraft by a turbulemt boundary noise. M
noise produced here is more profound than that studied. theoretically
Previously since the shellI of the airplome nw act as a sound beard
and vibrate itself. It is assmd that the fl.ucuting pressure
distribution induces ripples on the skin of the atreraft. The
acoustic effects of such ripples in an infinite sbeet are exoIned,
Supersonic moving ripples case strong sound In the form of Mach
VWave while subsonic ons radiate no sound. Formulas, for the mean
square surface pressure and enrgy flux are obtained. for an ideal-
ized turbulent pressure spectru. The results are adv#ted, to a
practical fuselage.

In Proudman' s (101 analysis of noise from Isotropic turb ulence
the evaluation of the nmrical constant a vas wade based an the
assuption of Beisenberg's5 theoretical spiectru Haller and YAtehat
1I3O] and maardi [311 have extended Moair xesults to soo the
dependence of a on t1meo Mw authors iWfr from their computations
that reduction In eddy sizemm wmv an important effect on the
noise produced by turbulence. H. S. Ribner B~2Mc.er. 3891)
disagrees vith this an the basis that the eighth power dependence
on turbulent velocity for outweigbOs the weak effet of eddy size.

A great deal of the vork done an serodansuic noise with and
without coupling *6 solid boundries is accounted for by English
and Canadian scientists. Mwe vork In Comada in this awea Is
reviewd. by ZUk1- and Itibner 132]. 2M specific theoret"I and
experimental investigations described Include: Aeolian t%~;
boundary lawer noise (rigid and flexible wall); effects of boundary
laer noise on aircraft structures; distribution of noise sources
along a Jet; ground ran up mufflers; transmission of sound from,
and aCOUstic energy flow Inp a moving medium; sound generated by
by Interaction of a vortex with a shock wave



In a separate report Ribner [33] has discussed the distribution
of noise sources alas a jet. Ihis is investigated by application
of Ighthl1's theory to regions of "similar" profiles. Me analysis
refers to the noise power emitted by a "slice" of the jet. (i.e. the
section formed by two planes noral to the axis), as a function of
distance x of the slice from the nozzle. It is found that this power
is essentialy constant with x in the initial niving region (xo la),
then further dovnstrem (say 8 or 10 d ters from the nozzle) falls
off extremly fast (x-7 law or faster) in the fully developed jet.
Because of this striking attenuation of strength with distance it is
concluded that the majority of noise by such a jet is generated in
the mix1n region and very little comes from the ful.y developed Jot.
A qualitative interpretation is given for Poell's experiments and
the behavior of multiple nozzle or corrugated mufflers, both as to
overall quieting and frequency shifting, is also interpreted in the
light of the results.

Ribner (3 ] has also studied the flow of acoustic energy in a
moving mdium. Comparison of three authers (Blokhintev [8], Jobnson
and LAporte [36], and Ribner [25], is made for similarities and
discrepancies and an attempt is made to infer a correct forulation.
He attimpts to show by means of sples how variations in the
velocity of a strew carrying acoustic energy in the form of plane
vaves can change the "linear theory" acoustic energy density from
positive through zero to negative, with corresponding changes in
the energy flow.

The acoustic radiation from isotropic turbulence has also been
studied by Meecham and Ford [37]. Tkelr ain is to study the features
of this sound VhIch is independent of the manner in which it i
produced. Through the use of the Nvier-Stokes equation Lighthill's
expression for the acoustic radiation is expressed in terms of a
singe variable for very large Reynold's numbers. A new Liagrangan
type of correlation is defined in such a voy that a simil4arity
argment can be applied without difficulty from the convective
effectso Such convective effects then only enter through negligible
Doppler shifts. Using this similarity results and Tighthi's

formulation the self noise pover spectrum for the turbulence is
found. Mxi spectrum at the high frequency end is proportional to

-7/ /2(i.e. w > > a N/L) Ubere w is the acoustic angular

frequency, N for the turbulence, L for the turbulent eddies, and c
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is the velocity of sound. At the high frequency end this
spectrum Is also independent of the dri7ig nechanim. Further-
more, the spectrum is proportional to w )e at the low frequencies
and depends on the large scale eddies there.

Lighthill's theory of aerodynamic sound is for noise produced
by flown without coupling to solid boundaries. While this is
fundamental to an understanding of aerodnmic noise, practical
considerations demd attention to the effect of the coupling
between the solid boundaries of the flow and the noise produced
by it. In connection with this the output of a sound source In
reflecting environments us studied by Waterhouse (38]. He obtains
the output of simple point and dipole sources as functions of source
position by the method of images and a theorem due to Payleigh on
the output of groups of simple sources. The cases of a dipole
source near a reflecting plane and a simple source near a reflecting
edge and corner are treated, and the effect of band width of the
source is considered.

In an application of this technique Waterhouse has studied the
sound power output by subsonic Jets by a reverberation chamber
technique. Velocity profiles with round and square distributions
were studied in conjunction with nozsles of various shapes. The
frequency limitation of the reverberation chaber technique was
found to be =K due to absorption by the air.

In Lighthill's theory Jet noise is generated by fluctuating
Reynolds stresses pv v (quadrapoles) within the Jet. Much of
the work done theoretiia;y In the area of aerodynamic noise has
centered on the determination of the source strength (dipole
and quadrupole) which the Paynold's stress is equivalent to.

However, since the extremely difficult problem of determining
the nature of the turbulent jet has been exchmnd for the much

simple one of finding equivalent distributions of sources
the inherent difficulties of Ue problem appear elsethere. For
example, since one envisions the sources as being in the Interior
of the jet, the radiation which eventually reaches the relatively
statonar medls, ba been altered by the convective otion of
the sources and r&ection and refraction at the boundaries of
the jet.

Cheng [39,.0,i1] has attempted to treat this problem by
hypothesizing "Image" cells of quadrapoles on the surface of the
jet. He seeks to relate the location and directional radiation
of these i aes to those in the Interior by an estimate of plane
wave refraction. It is true that there may exist a distribution
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of sources in the quiesent air which will provide the sm
acoustic field as the jet. However, it seems mulikely that
the are related in ay simple fashion to the interior
quadrapoles inasuch as determination of acoustic imaes by
refraction through a curved surface is fallacious.

FakAn and Mull [49] studied the problem of the effect of
forward velocity on sound pressure for a whole Jet enge in
flight by means of a moving microphone on the aircraft. They
found no detectable difference caused by increas, in speed of
the airplane.

Me noise of a turbulent Jet was studied by Powell [43-48).
He considers a similarity argument for Jets of varying dimenmions.
Using the Idealized est1mate that each slice of the cross section
of the jet emits a single frequency he found a low frequency spectrm
dependent on U ? D fe while the high frequency part depends oa V- 9 W-2
where U is a ivpical turbulent velocity,. D is the diameter of Lhe
jet, aJ f Is the fregnancy of the tuabtlence MT overall noise
level still depends on U 8 D2 . There Is a strng Indication that
the peak of the noise spctrum, shouaA emanate from the region close
to the end of the potentlal cone, probably from a little downstreem
of it. M31s analysis Is very similar to that applied by H. S. Ribner
[3]. Below is reproduced a table given by Powell which related
similarity theory and experiment.

Signigicant Similarity Experiment Referencesphysical theory
variables

Noise power (P)e 0 < < 2 -0 a,b
3 fY~, a -8 a W8 d,e,&a,b

p a J P - 2 =' n 2e,a,b

Peak frequency Ua/DB a - 1 a< 1, 0.5 fd,gJ -W1 P -M •

High frequency P J)'L 0 <e <2 7.9 <a < 10 e,h
spectr Pa a a-9 0.5 < < 1 e,h

- 1 -4 < cr < -2 e,a,b,h
o , -2

Low frequency P 0 < <2 5. 6 <a<7.4 d,e,gspcrmo"? T < 13 < 4. d
a 5 0 < a < 2 d,g,e
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s. Oallasshn ma Col"s (1IM)
b. RolI (19 )
c . L&WItar Mad B&(bW*
d. Fitzpatrick and 1ee (1952)
e. Tyler and Perry (1955)
f. Cole, et.al. (1957)
g. Gerrard (1956)

It Is seen that much of the difficulty of applying IghthI's
theory 1es in the cOnceptml difficulty of the acoustic quadapoles
p U U . Several autb"s, Xbeci and Ford 136]; Cor" [49,40);
Ribner [51,52], have considered a theory based on the replacment of
the quadrapoles by simple sources. 2he form of the etpation of
propagation Is feud to be

~ 2(l) 2P(0)

2 M2* Dt2 c D
* 0where

D 72. 3 2 jil)

Is the portioa of the pressure containing all the copressIbility
effects, and P(O) Is the portion of the pressure due to Incompressible
flow and satisfies the eqution

_V2 P(O) e 4 ~ U(0))
PI- I- i 3

31 D 2P(0)

vhere % is the ambient density. Thus the teo= - 2 De
0represents a density of simple sources, 2he sources though

individually non-directional represent the directional char-
acteristics of Jets through their distribution. Further
directionality come about by refraction of the sound field
by the man shear flow.

For unbounded low speed flows the equivalence of the
simple source method and Lighthill's method have been emom d
by Ribner ["]. For bound*d flows (:L.e. taking into account
the rigid surface cens the turbulence) the volan integral
of simple sources still describes the radiation while to the
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distributed quadrapoles one must append a surface integral
of d poles. Ribner states that ilarity conditions for
Jets not only recover the U8 low for total noise power but also the
newer lava describing the distribution of noise energy with
distance x alon the Jet: these are reported to decrease as
x° (constant) for the -i3in region with a transition to x-7

for the fully developed Jet. Calculatons for a simulated Jet
show how narrow frequency bands of the source spectmm appear
greatly broadened by convection of the sources past the observer.
Corresponding caulatin for the radiated sound field auto-
matlally produce the correct Doppler shifted frequencies without
Implicit Introduction of the shift. This technique has been
greatly employed and studied in the following years and does
provide a simpler conceptual view of the noise. It does not,
however, eliminate the fundamental difficulty In the stu4y of
aerodynmic noise, that of the structure of the turbulent flow.

Dyer (5.,5] has studied the axial distribution of sources
in a turbulent Jet. It is shown that they can be found from:
(1) the spectrum of total radiated power and (2) the frequency
of the sources as a function of location along the Jet axis.
[Note that this information is experimentally available and
throw light e ta.ly on the problim Just mentioned.]
With the use of exi data on the sound power spectrm
and recently reported data on the frequency dependence of the
most probable source location. an approximate axial distribution
is derived.

Willmartk (5,6] and Favr et al [56] has studied the space
time correlations and wall pressure beneath a fluctuating boundary
layer experimentally. It is found that the ratio of the root mean
square wall ressure to the free strem dynamic pressure is a
constant 2 /qn - .oo6 independent of Mach number and Reynolds
number. In addition spacetime correlations in the strem direction
show that pressure fluctuations whose scale is greater than 0.
times the boundary laer thickness are convected with the convection
speed U - 0.82 U where U is the free strem velocity, and have
lost thir identiy in a distance approxImately equal to ten
boundary layer thicknesses.

In a related sense to the above experiments Wilson (57] has
studied experimentally the noise generated by turbulent flow
around a rotating cylinder.
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In an attempt to relate the far field acoustic characteristics
to the flow variables for jets, such as rocket exhausts, which attain
supersonic velocity Bows [58,59 studied the similarity relations
for such jets. In order to do this the jet was divided into two
regions: (1) a region of mixed subsonic and supersonic flow and
(2) a region of completely subsonic flow dovmstea. It has been
sbown exprimentl2, that the subsonic region possess man flov
chrcteristics, such as velocity profile, similar to those for a
coupletely subsonic jet. 7he similarity relations speciflcally
discussed are the total acoustic power level, power Rpectrum,
directivity, local mean square pressure spectrn, and pressure
probability density. gse relations are first derived and than
correlated with experimental data obtained from noise studies of
various sizes of cold and hot air jets as well as turbojet engines.
Good agreement between the predicted and experimental values of
these parameters was obtained for subsonic flow and for all but
the total acoustic power for supersonic flow. Portions of the results
from this wort is given in the section on experimental data.

In analyses of the sound field produced by turbulence the
multipole source for the field is given by the fluctuating
turbulent stress tensor T . However, to a static observer,
much of this fluctuation due to convection of a spatial flow
pattern which cbane slovly with respect to the time scale of the
stress tensor. By analyzing the turbulent structure according to
a frm of reference which moves with the turbulence Ffowcs Williams
[2] removed this fluctaton. The equations governing the acoustic
output when written in this coordinate system are functions of the
quadrapole strength alone. Tese equations shov the important effect
of convection on the acoustic field produced by turbulence. Mie

total acoustic power emitted from a region is enhanced by convection
and the radiation field no longer exhibits the characteristic symmetry
about the quarIPp3l aes 2he sound is favored for downstream
emission. The basic result of this paper is that the inteity of
acoustic radiation from a flow where the eddies convect through a
finite volume but only exist within that volue depends on the
Mach number according to the factor (1-M cos 8) 5(l + N con e),
where M is the Mach nusber of the eddies and -N that of the source
volume

In a second article Ffowcs Williams [31] has analyzed homo-
geneous convected turbulence by the samne technique. Experimental
techniques for meauring the velocity of convection are discussed
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and se properties of acoustic sources In convected turbulance
are considered and particular reference im made to Jet mixin

regions.

mkdrzyk and Haddue [6o] has atteopted to predict the levels
of boundary-laver noise and the noise produced by surface rough-
neso as a f ction of the speed and the froomacy on the basis of
flov-noise studies with a rotating cylinder and snto in
the boundary layer. t work w applied to e3perimental results.

Povel (6l-63] has considered once more the problAm of aero-
dynmic noise and the plane boundary. It has been mentioned before
that if one wishes to include the effects of so3ld boundaries into
LghthI's theory it is necessary to append to the response due
to the distributed quadrapoles a surface inteal over dipoles
created by a force analogous to the ratta-Joukovaky lift force.
3h certain situations an argment can be made to the effect that
these dipole forces vanish (*reflecton principl2e). Powll states
that Image principle Is developed in a rigorous manner and the
apparent paradox is resolved with the hel;p of an extension of
LighthilI's and Curle' s analyses to ince boundaries vhich are
not vholy Imaersed in the sound generating flow. ifted It is
reported that the pressures exerted on the planm b i are
iuply reflections of the quadropole geneators of the flov itself.
Thus, the pressure dipoles account for an enhanc t of the quadra-
pole power, in fact a q-alruping when the wav-length is large,
except that degeneration into octapolas occ for those latteral
quadrapoles of the type that would be associated with fluctauations
across the shear of an adjacent boundary layer. Uner these
circawstances it should be possible to estImate the moise of a
plane turbulent boundary layer with satl6ftctory accuracy from
sufficient knwledge of the principal quadrapole source strength
Alone.

8
Lighth.11 himself observed a paradox in the u velocity

dependence of the acoustic power coupled with the strongly
directional character of jet noise. Powell (64] suggested that

if the noise generators of t,-bulent jets undeg convection
effects vhich we limited in such a vay as to follow similarity
behavior this paradox am be resolved directly. This hypothesis
is said to be at least plausible to a first VroxiontiOn owing
to the general velocity field of the Jet having typical dimensions
comparable to a fraction of the wavelength. An important correllary

is the expectation of appreciable refraction effects. Aspects

relevant to the directional peaks of the Iighe freqpencies, being
les pronounced and located further from the Jet axis, are discussed.
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In connection vith the refraction effects mentioned in the

previous paper Gottlieb [65] has studAied the sound field result-

ing from a source placed near a velocity discontinuity. Fourier

representations of the source, reflected, and refzated vaves

ar used. Applications of the method of stationary phase is

used to obtain the far field. It is found that this far field

is strongly p*W md In scme directions and reduced in others.

These are illustrated graphically.

Ribner (53] and Powell [661 effect of a moving source on

the resulting acoustical field. They reported that a high

frequency source imbeded in a patch of moving fluid emitts a

constant acoustic power independent of the otion, although

the directivity is altered. This holds when the wavelength is

less than the radius of the moving region. At the other extreme

of low frequencies it appears that the acoustic pover is enhanced,

somevhat as the emission of a source is enhanced by movement

through a fluid at rest. 'pical veelength of a radiating eddy

in a jet lies somewhere between the two extremes and a limited

couvective enhancement of the power is inferred. The amount

should be less than that predicted by Lighthll; it could

conceivably lie within experiental error accounting for the

very close adherence to the U8 .

Dyer and Franken [67] Chobotow and Powell [68], and Eldred

[69] have given an account of the general noise environments of

flight vehtcles. Amplitude and space-time correlations are given

for noise due to the turbulent exhaust strem of a motor and it

is shown that the noise associated with the turbulent vske of a

flight vehicle is qualitatively ilar to it but that the most

intense radiation is directed up strem. Other noise sources

considered to be of practical significance are boundary layer

pressure fluctuations and shock oscillations.

Doak [70] has considered the acoustic radiation from a

turbulent fluid containing foreign bodies of arbitrary shape.

The problem is formally solved in terms of Green's functions.

It is shown that Is fluctuations in the fluid are locally

isentropic the volume source distribution of the pressure

fluctuations is quadrapole. A proof is given of the proposition

that vhen arbitrary obstacles are immersed in a fluid all dipole

radiation must cam from surface distributions on these bodies.

It is also proved that if the density fluctuations or normal

density gradient fluctuations vanish on the surface then there

is no dipole rAlation. The total acoustic power radiated by
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& turbulent boundarx 28W on an infinite rigid plane Is
estimated as a representtIve emple of acoustic radiation from
a t ulent boundary laer.

On the eV0rImental side Roves (71], Gerrand (72], mt er
[73], IwrencM (741] U47 (T5] and M U (76,77] have studied
pressure fluctuations On the boundary of a subsonic Jet. A
sMi-=mpirical analysis of the eqmation for Incompressible
fluctuations in & tU2%ulent fluid, using siwilarity relations
for round subsonic Jets with unifom exit velocity, is used
to predict the shape of the tim-weraged fluctuation-pressure
distribution along the mean velocity boundary of Jets. The
predicted distribution is independent of the distance downstream
of the nozzle exit along the mixing region, inversely proportional
to the distance downstream along the region of man velocity self
preservation, and proportional to the inverse square of the
distance dovnstrew along the fully developed region. Me
experl"ental data VaS in fair agreement with these predictions.
However, the measured fluctuation-pressure distribution vere
found to be very sensitive to jet temperature and velocity profile,
particularly In the vicinity of the nozzle.

Bief (78] bas generalized the work of Tngard and imb [79]
in investigating the effect of a reflecting plane on an arbitrarily
oriented multipole. He finds that for a dipole a distance h above
an infinIte, rigU reflecting plane the ratio of the acoustic power
radiated to that radiated in the absence of a plane is

0 + msin R-coo s in 2

R2 2

+ '1 -/H ([1 2] sin w + 2 cos H I cos2e
R2

where e is the angle of the dipoles' ax-s with the normal to the
plane and H = 4wh/X. SiMilar expreSSoS are found for the q
repole. The large variations in radiated power observed for a
slngle multipole tend to dMInIsh for a distribution of such
poles.

A Jet or rocket engine and its small scale model are exwmples
of dynamically similar systems if the engines are geometricall
scaled and if average velocities, temperature, and densities are
the same at similar locations. When the appropriate scaling
relationship for pressure fluctuations has been established for
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such similar systems, the model can be used as a tool for the
investigation. Such relationships have been studied by Morgan
and Sutherland [80,81]. It is found that pressure fluctuation
amplitudes at similar positions are the sm when measured in
constaut-percentage-freqency bands and when the frequency is
scaled inversely proportional to a characteristic length.

Several of the previous references have treated the sound
from an aerodynmic source as being generated by fluid dilations
only and hence as a volume distribution of simple sources. Powell
[82 ,83,8i] states that physical reasoning smuggests that aerodynamic
sound from free flown m be attributed to local fluid dilations
accompanied by local fluid accelerations, the former acting as a
source field and the 3atter as a field of dipoles which reduce to
qadrpoles. A supporting mathematical method is given. It
discloses the formal need for an additional surface integral.

in the 1961 Bakerian Tecture, M. j. Lighthin [85] surveyed
the field of sound generated aerodynamically. The author**
original theory of sound radiation fields which are by-products
of airflow has been extended and improved by Curle and Ffoves
William. It is explained in this lecture fully but simply, and
used as a frmework for short analyses of our experimental knowledge
on pulse-jet noise. bydrodynmic sound generation, aeolian tones,
propeller noise, and boundary-layer noise as well as for a somewhat
extensive discussion of the noise of jets, both stationary and in
flight. Improved knowledge of spae-tine correl4tions in turbulent
flow is used to throw new light on the noise radiated by turbulent
boundary layers, as well as by Jets &t the higher Mach numbers.
Supersonic bangs and the scattering of both sound and shock waves
by turbulence are briefly touched upon. The lecture ends with a
discussion of the methods used for the reduction of Jet aircraft
noise in the light of our knowledge of its pbysical basis.

Morgan, Sutherland, and Young [80] have studied the use of
Acoustic Scale Models for Investigating Near Field Noise of Jet
and Rocket Engines. Analytical and experimental studies were
made to exmine the feasibility of using acoustic scale models
for nea field noise Investigations* Analymss show that the
Important characteristics of noise generation, propagation, and
mesurent can be scaled. A relatively few deviations from this
involve iuLU errors which are generally negligible in the near
field. Te most straightforward model is seen to be one which
duplicates the gas flow parameters of the full scale engine. Te
validity of such models has been demonstrated by a series of exhsts
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and wbether in a free field or in the presence of objects vhich

interfere ith the flow, such as skqped nozle* and flame deflectors.

It is further detezined both analytically and ezperinentally that

models, in certain cases., may be simplified vithout Imparing the

results of a scaled test. Considerations In simplifying a model

include: reduction of the noszle size; absence or presence of

reflecting surfaces; use of fewer than the full scale number of

engines; and use of a substitute gm which is different from and

at a lover -- - --- than that in the full aseae enaJ .

In another experimental paper Bull and Willis [86] give see

results of investigations of the surface pressure field due to a

turbulent boundary layer. Ixperimental results for the space-time

corr4lations of the fluctuating pressure field of a turbulent
boundary laer are given, and a empirical representation of the

pressure field suitable for structural response calculations is

put forad. Variation with M&6h number of r. a. s, pressure as

a function of skin friction Is given for Mach nunbers up to about

1.6. 2he probability distribution of the pressure fluctuations at

a fixed point In the field is found to approximate closely to

Gaussian. The acoustic power output from a boundary l r on a

larger boundary surface is obftined as roughly 2,0 7 * Opj 0/

Spectra of boundary layer noise in two jet aircraft are presented
and compared vith the spectrum of the boundary layer emitation.

in an experimental paper Willmarth and Wslridge (87] measured
the fluctuating pressure at the wall beneath a thick turbulent
bound,ry laWer. The data include the nen-square pressure, power

Ppactrw of the pressure, space-time correlation of the pressure
transverse to the stream. 2he root-mean-square pressure at the Vll

was 2.19 times the wall shear stress. The power spectra of the
pressure were found to scale with the free-stream speed and the

boundary-layer displacement thickness. A few tests with a rough

surface shoved that the increase in root-mean-squre vall pressure
was greated than the increase in wall shear stress. The space-time

correlation measurements parallel to the stream direction exhibit

maxims at certain time delays corresponding to the convection of

pressure-producing eddies at speeds varying frcm 0.56 to 0.83 times

the stream speed. The lover convection speeds are measured vhen

the spatial separation of the pressure transducers is small, or vhen

only the pressure fluctuations at high frequencies are correlated.

Higher convection speeds are observed when the spatial separation

of the pressure transducers is large, or vhen only lov frequencies
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are asaslated. 2he result that low-frequency pressure fluctuations
have the highest convection speed is In agreent with the aeurumnt
of Corcos [49,N] in a fully turbulent tube flow. Analysis of these

mem ents, also shove that both large- and small-seale pressure-
producing eddies decay after traveling a distance proportional to

their scale. More precisely, a pressure-producing eddy of large or

suall wavelengfth deys and vanihes after traveling a distance of
app _rotely 6w. the transverse spatial corz'elation of the wall-
pressure fluctations was asured and compared with the longitudainal
scales of both large- and small-scale vall-pressure fluctuations.

Both the transverse and the longitudinal scale of the pressure
fluetuations were of the order of the boundary-layer thickness. e
transverse and lonattudina scales of both large- and small-scale
vall-pressure fluctuations were also measured and were found to be

prozimately the sme.

In a similar report Wooldridge and wllauart [88] measured the
correlation between the fluctuating velocities and the fluctuating
wll pressure In a thick turbulent boundary layer. Ffoves WilliV s
(89] studied the noise from turbulence convected at high speed. The
theory initiated by Lihthill for the purpose of estimating the sound
radiated from a turbulent fluid flow is extended to deal with both
the transonic and supersonic ranges of eddy convection speed. The
sound is that ihich would be produced by a distribution of convected
aeoustie quadrupoles whose Instantaneous strength per unit volme
Is given by a turbulence stress tensor, uL At low subsonic
speeds the radiated Intensity increasesviih the eighth pover of
velocity although quadupole convectin sugments this basic de nce
by a factor 1 1-* coel 5.. where M Is the eddy convection Mach number
and & the angular position of an observation point measured from the
direction of eddy notion. At supersonic speeds the aueaentation
factor becomes singular whenever the eddy approackes the observation
point at sonic velocity, N cos 0 -1 At that condition a qmadrapole

degenerates into Its eonstituent simple sources, for each qaftepole
elment moves with the acoustic weve front it generates and cancelling
contributions from opposing sources, so essential in determining
quadrupole behavior, cannot combine but are heard independently.
This simple-source radiation is likened to a type of eddy Mach wave
whose strength Increases with the cube of a typical flow velocity.
When quadrupoles approach the observer with supersonic speed sound
is heard in reverse tine, but is once again of a quadrapole nature

and the general low speed result in agai n applicable. The limiting



high speed form of the convection mentation factor t IN cos G -

which combines with the basic eighth power velocity law to r"M
the result that radiation intensity Increase only am the cube of
velocity at high supersoate speed. Te mathematica theory is
developed in sae detail and supported by more pbysical arguments,
and the paper Is concluded by a section where some relevant experl-
mental evidence is discussed.

Studies of rocket noise simulation with substitute gas Jets
and the effect of vehicle motion on Jet noise was investigated
by Morgan, Young (81]. The report Is written in two parts. In
part I the feasibility of using helium jets as a practical sub-
stitate for actual rockets in scale model acoustic tests wea
investigated by conducting an experimental prog with four
heated helium models. Sufticient evidence Is presented to indicate
that that substitute ow modeling concept is valid. In part I
an investigation was me to detemine the effect of flight vehicle
otion on propulsion system noise which is propagated to parts of

the vehicle located in the near field. etl results
compare favorable with predictions based on the bypothesis which
explains the effect of vehicle notion by two separate factors: (1)
the noise produced by a Jet In motion in dependent upon the relative
velocity between the Jet and the air through which it moves; and (2)
a shifting of the noise radiation pattern toward the rear occurs
because of the combined effects of vehicle notion and the finite
velocity of sound.

The spectra and Directivity of Jet Noise is the topic of a
short note by H. S. Ribner (90]. on the assumption of locally
isotropic turulence superposed on the mean Jet flow, the broadly
peak noise spectrum Is derived in terms ofa asm of two bell-shaped
spectra peaked on octave apart. 2he proportions vary with direction
8 from the jet axis being dominated by the boas spectrLu at al1
Angles and the treble spectrum beyond, sWy 700. 2his is accomplished
by a factor M448 for the bass spectrum.

The question of possible sound produced by stresses at a rigid
surface is discussed by Meechm [91992,93]. It has been previously
pointed at that these stresses won't produce sound. The error in
the original analysis is shown to be a confusion between hydrotVumic
pressure and sound field pressure.
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Ffowas Willims [94] considers the Noise produced by boundary
IsM turbulence in a short note* Sm erroneous deductions
made receatly are discussed and a short survey of the relevant
theories presented. It Is pointed out that no fnmental
errors exist in the basic theoretical work on this topic, and
that som of the apparent inconsistencies are de to a mis-
interpretation of those theories.

Me elements essential to a new vortex theory of edgetones
are described by Alan Poell [95]. It Is shown ho both the feed-
back to the orifice and the sound radiation ma be directly
attributed to the velocity field of the vortex cast off by the
edge together with the sympathetic circulation about it. An
upper limit to the intensit of the edgetone is discussed when
the edge is very mal; it depends on the size of the edge. It
is shown how the -1l edge used by Leniban and Richardson is
quite adequa;e in size to support the flow pattern Implied by
the feedback explanations of the mecanism of edgetones . The
theory is shown to be equivalent to the so-called acoustical
one in which the action at the edge is represented by a dipole
whose strength is associated with the fluctuating force sustained
by the edge. While PoIvml states that the rift between these two
approaches to the theory of edeetones ma be considered closed,
it is to be noted that each may continue to have its special
attractions in respect to specified requirements.

fhe surface integrals of the solution to the homogeneous
wave equation are discussed by Powell (96] with special reference
to the use of the pressure independent of the sound speed and
point multipole representation for small surfaces enclosing the
source. It is shown how the multipole representation can be
used for not small surfaces, so as to afford simplification in
estimating such pressures, even though the series of multipoles
maw diverge. The corresponding use of such pressures in the
inhomogeeous wave equation is examined. The general solution
for surfaces of arbitrary size conteins both the aforementioned
surface integrals and a volume integral over the region interior
to that closed surface. The former stands alone for smil surfaces
and closely represents real physical conditions. The volme
integral ma stand alone, provided that the net monepole strength
is zero and that the region of integratUoa extends far enough
for the retained time-delay effects to cause the volume integral
to converge. The volume integral has the mathematical interpretation
of repairing the deficiency of the surface integrals when the fic-

ties pressure is used in them, and consequently is unconnected
with the actual basic mechanism of the source. The mathematical
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discussion is supported and Illusated by direct use of
monopole, dipole, and lateral quadrupole fields.

The question of possible sound produced by strom" ata rigid surface is Spin discussed by Powl (97]. It vas
previously pointed out that these stresses are effective
Sources, being the reaction to agoontm fluctuations inacontiguous flow and with vhich the ts sound sources are to
be associated. Mere is no error in the oigingl g eral
forlism, and no confusion need exist between bwArodynia c
pressure and sound-field pressure in the limits of very smlU
surfaces (wen net fores are to be direttly associated with
dipole radiation) and of very large plae surfaces (when
the Surface pressures mezrey represent reflections of the
quadrupole flow nois).
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Exerasatal Dusults

In the daelopwat of the field of aero ynmic noise a
large Wuantity of valuable ezpersta , work has been done.
se difficulty of the area of turbulmee has necessitated
the appeal of vmers In the field to 091lftl techniques
and hence the experimental results have p3od a particularly
significant part In the vnderstandin of the phenomena. Some
examples of these experimental results are provided to
illustrate the general nature of the work vhich has been done.

In figure 1 Rows (8] deonstrated the contours of
sound pressure level for a subsonic Jet. Figure 2 is a
plot of power-spectral density versus.Btft l number for
supersonic air Jets also flac Eome [58]. In figure 3
the space time correlations of the surface pressure field
is on the surface of a wind tunnel are given. These are
taken from a report by Dul and wllis [981. Fure 4
shows the experimental results of Willmorth and Woolridge
[37] gIving LmaitudinaO space-time corelaos f 0t
pressure at the wal in a fluctuating boundary laer.
Figures 5-8 are taken from the me paper and show reo
spectively the peaks In the logtudinsl spact-tme correlation,
the dimensionless power spectra of various height in the
boundary 3jqer. and various valtaes of the space-tine correlation
of fluctuating velocity with fluctuating wall pressure. Figure
9 gives the spectrum of near-fleld boundary-laer nolse for a

roigh cylinder dne to itkin, Korbaeher and Keefe [32].
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